Abstract-Eventhough sparse recovery (SR) has been successfully applied in a wide range of research communities, there still exists a barrier to real applications because of the inefficiency of the state-of-the-art algorithms. In this paper, we propose a dynamical approach to SR, which is highly efficient and with finitetime convergence property. First, instead of solving the 1 regularized optimization programs that requires exhausting iterations, which is computer-oriented, the solution to SR problem in this paper is resolved through the evolution of a continuous dynamical system which can be realized by analog circuits. Moreover, the proposed dynamical system is proved to have the finite-time convergence property, and thus more efficient than locally competitive algorithm (LCA) (the recently developed dynamical system to solve SR) with exponential convergence property. Consequently, our proposed dynamical system is more appropriate than LCA to deal with the time-varying situations. Simulations are carried out to demonstrate the superior properties of our proposed system.
Dynamical Sparse Recovery With
Finite-Time Convergence
I. INTRODUCTION
A S A fundamental of Compressive Sensing (CS) theory [1] , Sparse Recovery (SR), or sparse representation, has been substantially investigated in the last two decades. As a powerful tool, it has also been successfully applied in a wide range of research communities and many compelling results have been obtained, including signal processing [1] - [5] , medical imaging [6] , [7] , machine learning [8] , [9] , and computer vision [10] . In particular, the objective of SR is to find a concise representation of a signal using a few atoms from some specified (over-complete) dictionary, y = Φx + ε with y ∈ R M the observed measurements corrupted by some noises ε, x ∈ R N the sparse representation with no more than s L. Yu is with the School of Electronic and Information, Wuhan University, Wuhan 430079, China (e-mail: yuleiwhu@gmail.com).
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TSP.2017.2745468 nonzero entries (s-sparsity) and Φ ∈ R M ×N the dictionary (normally M N ). Thus it always involves an underdetermined linear inverse problem. Providing that the Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) of dictionary is fulfilled, the unique solution is guaranteed [11] .
The problem of SR is often casted as an optimization program that minimizes a cost function constructed by leveraging the observation error term and the sparsity-inducing term [12] - [14] , i.e., 
and typically, the sparsity-inducing term ψ(x) = x 1 i |x i | and λ > 0 is the balancing parameter. We call x * as the critical point, i.e., the solution of (1) . And typically, for sparse vectors x with s-sparsity, the solution to the SR problem is unique and coincides with the critical point of (1) providing that RIP condition for Φ with order of 2s is verified [11] . On the other hand, exploiting hierarchical Bayesian model built on the sparse signals [8] , [15] - [18] results in compelling algorithms inherently with different sparsity-inducing term [16] . Moreover, the greedy algorithms are also favorable for SR due to the theoretical guarantees and high efficiency when the considered signal is highly sparse [9] , [19] - [21] .
Although greedy algorithms are efficient, the condition for the stable recovery of s-sparse signals is generally very strong. In particular, it is shown in [22] that to guarantee a stable recovery of any s-sparse signal with the orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm [20] in s iterations, the matrix Φ should satisfy the RIP with the restrict isometry constant δ s < 1/ √ s + 1. Although it has been shown in [23] that stable recovery of any s-sparse signal with the orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm [20] is also possible if Φ satisfies the RIP with the restrict isometry constant δ 31s < 1/3, the required number of iterations is 30s which is computational expensive. Besides, other aforementioned algorithms are all batch-based which normally require a large number of iterations to guarantee the convergence (most of them with sublinear convergence rate) and thus with high computational complexity. It is thus implausible for the real applications where the signals are usually time-varying, such as radar imaging [24] , face recognition [10] , DOA estimation [5] and so on. Regarding the real applications, many "online" algorithms have been proposed recently either by generalizing 1 regularized LS in the manner of LMS (Least Mean Square) [25] , [26] and RLS (Recursive Least Square) [27] , or extending the Bayesian approaches following an adaptive framework [28] , [29] . On the other hand, instead of the online algorithms, the Locally Competitive Algorithm (LCA) [30] has been proposed to solve the SR problem by exploiting the continuous dynamical systems. And recent advances in very-large-scale integration (VLSI) enables the realization of LCA with analog chips [31] . Consequently, instead of numerically calculating the matrix multiplications in the digital approaches, LCA can obtain the computation result from analog circuits which will be very efficient.
In fact, it has been shown in [32] that the proposed LCA method exactly used control theory to solve the optimization problem (1) . Mathematically, LCA is actually a continuous version of the iterative soft-thresholding algorithm [13] , [33] . Particularly, providing that Φ satisfying RIP, LCA guarantees an exponential convergence rate [31] which is much more efficient than its discrete version [33] . Even though, the exponential rate is not enough to ensure the convergence of SR especially when signals are varying rapidly. Consequently, the main objective of this paper is to redesign the dynamics of LCA to improve the convergence rate.
On the other hand, exploiting dynamic systems to solve the optimization problem has a strong link to control theory [34] , [35] . Consequently, in order to clarify the motivation, let us firstly recall some basic backgrounds of control theory.
A. Recall to System Stabilities
Researchers in control community are interested in stabilizing different types of dynamical systems with some proper control laws. Consider the following system:
with u ∈ R N the system state with respect to time t and denote u(t) the value of state at time instant t. For this system, we call the point u * ∈ R N as an equilibrium point if f (u * ) = 0. Note that the linear time-invariant system has only one isolated equilibrium point, but nonlinear system and switched system may have more than one isolated equilibrium points. Therefore, only local stability around each equilibrium point can be analyzed. Concerning the concept of stability, different definitions are given in the literature. Without solving the differential equation, in control theory, the Lyapunov function method is widely used to determine the types of stability for the studied system. Suppose u * is the equilibrium point, and denote by e(t) = u(t) − u * , the basic idea is to choose a Lyapunov function V (e) which should be locally positive definite for all e = 0 and V (0) = 0, then system (2) is: 1) locally Lyapunov stable around u * , iḟ
2) locally asymptotically stable with rate k around u * , iḟ
with k > 0; 3) locally finite-time stable around u * , iḟ
with k > 0 and α ∈ (0, 1). Similarly, global stability can be proved by choosing a globally positive definite and radically unbounded Lyapunov function, i.e., V (e) → ∞ if ||e|| → ∞. Besides, with the chosen V (e), if one can only proveV (e) ≤ 0, then LaSalle Theorem can be still used to prove the asymptotical stability. It states that if the setV (e) = 0 contains only e = 0, then it is asymptotical stable.
B. Motivations
In this paper, a new dynamical system will be proposed, of which the equilibrium point is unique and yields the solution of the optimization problem (1) . Therefore, the above basic results (Lyapunov and LaSalle Theorems) from control theory will be used to analyze the performance of convergence. In order to well explain how to design a dynamical system with non-asymptotical (finite-time) convergent performance, let us consider the following two simple systems:
It is easy to see that u * = 0 is the only equilibrium point for both systems. For system (3) , choose the Lyapunov function as V (u) = u 2 , we haveV = −2u 2 = −2V , thus u of system (3) asymptotically converges to the equilibrium point 0. Concerning system (4), choose as well V = u 2 , which giveṡ
Since α ∈ (0, 1), u of system (4) converges to the equilibrium point 0 after a finite-time T . Particularly, when α = 1, system (4) is exactly system (3), and the finite-time convergence property is degraded to asymptotical one. In other words, by introducing the sign function (which is called as sliding mode technique in control theory), the convergence performance of the studied system can be improved.
Let us then turn to the problem (1). Motivated by the above example, the finite-time convergence can also be fulfilled by exploiting the sliding mode technique in LCA [32] , which has an asymptotical (exponential) convergence property to solve the optimization problem (1) . The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The new dynamical system is built in Section II and its finite-time convergence property is proved in Section III. Relationships between our proposed method and the related works are discussed in Section IV. Simulations are implemented to verify the theorems and demonstrate the superior of our proposed system to LCA in Section V and extensions to recover timevarying sparse signals are empirically presented in Section VI. Conclusions are made in Section VII.
II. SPARSE RECOVERY VIA DYNAMICAL SYSTEM

A. Preliminary of LCA
Let us now first take a look at the LCA method proposed in [32] to solve the optimization problem (1):
where u ∈ R N is the state vector,x represents the estimation of the sparse signal x of (1), τ > 0 is a time-constant determined by the physical properties of the implementing system. Since τ always exists as a company of the derivative with respect to the time t, it can be simply set to τ = 1 for mathematical analysis and then added to the final result if time derivative exists. a(t) = T λ (u(t)) with T λ (·) is a continuous soft thresholding function
with λ > 0. Then defining by u i the i-th element of state u, we can call u i as an active node if the amplitude |a i (t)| is different from zero, otherwise we call this node inactive. Then define by Γ the set of active nodes, i.e., a Γ = 0, and Γ c the set of inactive nodes, i.e., a Γ c = 0. In order to guarantee the existence of unique solution of optimization problem (1), assumptions on Φ should be made before going deep into analysis, where the restricted isometry property (RIP) [11] is assumed.
Assumption 1 (RIP [11] ): Matrix Φ satisfies the s-order of RIP condition with constant δ s ∈ (0, 1).
The above assumption implies that for any s sparse signals x, i.e., vectors with at most s nonzero elements, the following condition is verified
Denote Γ the index set of nonzero elements for x, it implies that Suppose that RIP of Φ is fulfilled with constant δ s , the LCA system (5) converges exponentially, which can be concluded in the following theorem.
Theorem 1 (LCA Convergence Property [32] ): If Assumption 1 holds, then LCA system (5) converges to the equilibrium point u * exponentially fast with convergence speed
B. The Proposed Dynamical System
In this paper, a new dynamical system is proposed to solve the 1 -minimization problems (1) . As stated in the last section, motivated by the sliding mode technique, a new dynamical system is constructed by introducing the parameter α ∈ (0, 1], i.e.,
with · α being a function defined as
where | · |, ·, sgn are all element-wise operators, α ∈ R + denotes an exponential coefficient and
In the following sections, we will demonstrate that the new designed system (7) resolves the optimization problem (1) and converges to the equilibrium point with finite-time convergence.
Theorem 2: Under Assumption 1, the state u(t) of (7) converges in finite time to its equilibrium point u * , andx(t) of (7) converges in finite-time to x of (1).
Remark 1: Considering the dynamic (7), even if it is not a Lipschitz function at u = 0 for α ∈ (0, 1), it still has a unique solution (Cauchy problem). This is due to the fact that dynamic (7) is at least locally asymptotically stable at u = 0 and then the only one solution is clearly ∀t > 0 u(t) = 0 if u(0) = 0. Moreover for α = 0 the solution must be considered in a Filippov meaning [36] .
Remark 2: When α = 1, the proposed dynamical system (7) becomes exactly the same as LCA proposed in [31] . For α = 0 the dynamic of neuron cell becomes a first order sliding mode dynamics and chattering phenomenon occurs at equilibrium point. This is not wished in the neural network and more particularly into our proposed optimization algorithm for the problem (1).
III. CONVERGENCE IN FINITE TIME
In this section, we will analyze the property of the proposed system (7) in the following four steps. At first, similar to LCA, we can also prove that the output of the proposed system (7) converges to the critical point of (1) . After that, we will prove that the trajectory of (7) stays in a bounded space. Then, the attractive property of an invariant set is proved via LaSalle theorem [37] , [38] by introducing a new semipositive definite function. At last, the finite time convergence of (7) is proved.
In the following, note that variables u, x, a are always the function of the time t which are sometimes neglected for simplicity and the derivative with point above always means the derivative with respect to the time t. u i represents the i-th element of vector u and I as the identity matrix. u * is a constant with respect to time t which represents the equilibrium point of the trajectory u(t).
A. Solution Equivalence
Considering the proposed dynamical system (7), the second claim of Theorem 2 can be easily proved by slightly modifying the result in many papers related to LCA, such as [31] . And we re-write the following lemma to make our proofs complete.
Lemma 1: Equilibrium points of (7) are critical points of (1).
Proof: The subgradient of (1) with respect to x in the set valued framework [36] , [39] , [40] gives
And define x = T λ (u), then x and u should have the same sign. By simple calculation,
Then, substitute the sgn in (8)
= 0, this completes the proof.
The above lemma connects the dynamical system (7) and the optimization problem (1), and guarantees the equivalence of the output of (7) and the critical point of (1). Since Assumption 1 implies the uniqueness of critical point of (1), then Lemma 1 means that the system (7) has only one equilibrium point.
Remark 3: The generalized active function T λ is not the main contribution of this paper, thus only soft-thresholding function is addressed. Alternating of active function will get the same result as Lemma 1, and proofs with generalized active functions can be referred in the appendix of [32] .
Due to the sgn function, the resulted system (7) is actually a hybrid (switched) system and it might exist the Zeno phenomenon (Infinite transitions within finite time [41] ), which makes the analysis very complicated. Consequently, it is necessary to verify whether Zeno exists, and the following lemma verifies this point.
Lemma 2: The system (7) with continuous threshold (6) is everywhere integrable and has a unique solution, moreover Zeno behavior can't occur.
Proof: According to control theory, the existence and uniqueness of the solution of dynamical systems is not guaranteed only at the state point where the system is not Lipschitz. For the proposed (7), its solution exists except when u(t) + (Φ T Φ − I)a − Φ T y is equal to zero, i.e., the equilirum point. Nevertheless, at this equilirum point, Lemma 1 shows that it is the unique equilibrium point of (7) which concides with the unique critical point of (1).
As we will prove in Theorem 2 that this unique equilibrium point is globally stable, therefore, the solution of (7) with continuous threshold (6) always has a unique solution.
Moreover, since T λ (u) defined in (6) is a continuous threshold, i.e., T λ (u) ∈ C 0 , then according to the definition of the proposed dyanmics in (7), the trajectory u should belong to C 1 , which implies that Zeno behavior does not exist for the proposed system (7) with continuous threshold (6) .
In order to invoke the LaSalle theorem in the next subsection, we must prove first that the state behavior stays in a bounded space.
Lemma 3: For all bounded initial states u, the trajectory of (7) stays in a bounded set.
Proof: In order to prove that the state trajectory stays on a bounded set, we invoke again (1) but with respect to u (let x = T λ (u)),
and the derivatives with respect to time t iṡ
being the Frechet derivative with respect to u, thus it leads to a diagonal matrix with 1 on the diagonal if the neuron is active and 0 if not. Now considering dynamical system (7), it giveṡ
As lim u →∞ V (u) = ∞ andV (u) ≤ 0, one can conclude that u stays in a bounded set, i.e., (7) is Lyapunov stable.
B. Global Convergence
Even if LaSalle theorem requests that the state behavior must evolve in a bounded space, as this bounded space can be as wide as we want with respect to the initial state, then we consider this convergence as a global one.
On the other hand, it has been proved that under the Assumption 1, the uniqueness of the solution to (7) is guaranteed [11] . Thus it implies that there exists a solution u * to dynamical system (7). In order to prove the convergence property of (7), the error term 1 is introduced.
And then define the Lyapunov function with respect toũ,
with 1 ∈ R N being the vector with all elements equal to 1 and
T ∈ R N , where
Then we have the following properties.
Lemma 4:
The function E defined in (9) satisfies the following properties:
Proof: 1) According to (6) , the operator T λ is nondecreasing, thus one can conclude that g i (s) ≥ 0, ∀s ≥ 0, thus
For the second inequality, we first have 2) The time derivatives of E giveṡ
Then due to the fact that u * is constant, thuṡ
According to the definition, u * and a * are the equilibrium points of dynamical system (7), which concludes that
Then plug (12) into (7), we can geṫ
Consequently, combine equation (10) and (13), we havė
3) From the result of Lemma 3, the proposed system (7) is Lyapunov stable for any initial condition, i.e.ũ = 0, which means E will converge to 0. Furthermore, we know thatĖ ≤ 0 for allũ, so for any E < 0, it will be non-increasing all the time instead of converging to 0, i.e. the system will not converge, which is contraindicative. Thus for the proposed dynamic system (7), E is non-negative, i.e., E ≥ 0.
4) By definition of E(ũ) in (9), we have
For the second inequality, by exploiting the first result of this lemma, one can have
According to Lemma 6 in appendix, the eigenvalue of Φ T Φ is upper bounded, and thus it has
thus defining by ρ = N/s the signal to sparsity rate,
Then, by defining ν = ρ(1+δ s )+1 2
, one can conclude the second inequality.
According to (9) and its third property stated in Lemma 4, one can deduce that E is a positive semi-definite and radically unbounded Lyapunov function. Then armed with the second property of Lyapunov function E, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3: Under Assumption 1, the dynamical system (7) globally converges to the critical point of (1).
Proof: According to the LaSalle Theorem [38] , we can conclude thatũ will converge to an invariant subset U inv of M {ũ|ũ + (Φ T Φ − I)ã = 0}. From (14) and (13), it is easy to conclude thatĖ = 0 impliesu = 0, thus all state of U is invariant. Consequently U inv = U . Finally, we can conclude that u converges to U , and then a converge to a set of critical points of (1) i.e., a * , and according to Assumption 1, a * is unique, then U inv = U is reduced to a singleton {ũ = 0} or equivalently {a = a * }.
C. Finite Time Convergence Property
In this subsection, the convergence property of (7) will be considered. Hereafter, we will prove then, forũ sufficiently close to 0, ũ + (
is not singular with respect tõ u.
Lemma 5: There exist a time t e < ∞ and a positive value κ > 0, such that when t > t e , the following inequality is verified,
Proof: In order to prove this result, we should first prove the relation betweenũ andã. According to Lemma 1, and armed with the result from [32] , on can also conclude that none of switching occurs after a finite time t 1 < ∞. It means that after time t 1 , every nodes u i (t) will be with the same sign as u * i .
Then following cases are respectively considered. For the i-th
). According to Lemma 3, the proposed system is globally convergent. It implies that |ũ i | can be very small, i.e., for any small > 0, there exists a time t(η) < ∞, such that |ũ i (t)| < η, ∀t > t(η). Thus, define t 2 = t(λ − ), we have |ũ i (t)| < λ − , ∀i and t > t 2 , thenũ i + u * i and u * i are with same sign, and we haveã i =ũ i . Above all, one can conclude that there exists a time t e = max{t 1 , t 2 } < ∞, such that for all t > t e ,
Consequently, one have
Exploiting Assumption 1, one can conclude that the Gramm matrix Φ Now consider the dynamical system (7) with soft thresholding function (6), then Theorem 2 can be proved as follows.
Proof of Theorem 2: According to Lemmas 3, 4 and 5, the following result is straightforward, for t > t e ,
where the first inequality is due to the fact that x 1+α ≥ x 2 as α ∈ (0, 1]. Then ∀t > t e E(ũ) converges to zero in finite time denoted t f > t e . Finally, we have ∀t > t f , u = u * and this ends the proof.
D. Convergence Time
According to (17) , one can conclude that the trajectory of Lyapunov function is upper bounded,
Then it is not so difficult to analyze the convergence time. Particularly, according to [42, Th. 4.2] , the settling time function t f can be explicitly conducted by exploiting (17) (partial integration with respect to E and t on both sides),
with E 0 = E(ũ(0)) being the initial condition of Lyapunov function and θ = κ/ν. It means that when t ≥ t f (E 0 ), the Lyapunov function E(ũ) exactly equals to 0, i.e. (7) is stable, as shown in Fig. 1 . Note that the settling time is dependent to the initial value E 0 and moreover, when α → 1 the settling function t f → +∞, which corresponds to the asymptotic convergence property. In the situation when parameter α ∈ (0, 1), we have to consider two different cases: r when 0 < E 0 ≤ exp(2)/θ, the settling function t f is monotone increasing with respect to α, r when E 0 > exp(2)/θ, the settling function t f has a minimum value at α = 1 − 2 ln(θE 0 ) . Consequently, when the state is close to the equilibrium point, smaller α will lead to faster convergence.
On the other hand, regarding to the equation (15), the settling time is also dependent on the settings of the sparse recovery problem, i.e. (s, M, N ) , which determine the RIP constant δ s and the signal to sparsity rate ρ. Apparently, the larger the number of measurements the smaller the RIP constant δ s which leads to the smaller settling time t f . While the larger signal to sparsity rate ρ will result in a larger settling time t f .
E. Convergence Rate
In this subsection, we will compare the convergence rate between finite-time and exponential convergence. In order to analyze the convergence property in counterpart of the exponential convergence rate, the logarithmic form of (18) is analyzed, i.e.
E(ũ)
Then the convergence speed can be evaluated via the slope of the exponents with respect to time t, i. . While the convergence speed of the corresponding exponential convergence rate can be direct obtained by setting α = 1, then one can get
Considering the convergence rate, apparently, r FT is time varying, as shown by the red solid curve in Fig. 1 . And moreover, when t ≥
|r FT | ≥ |r E |, namely, the proposed system (7) converges faster than LCA system. Moreover, as the evolution time t approaching to the settling time t f , the denominator of r FT will go to zero and then leads to infinite value of |r FT |, i.e. system (7) will converge super fast to the equilibrium point, as shown in Fig. 1 . In this case, the proposed system (7) is more appropriate to solve the dynamic sparse signals, where the consecutive data are close enough such that the initial E 0 is sufficiently small, which makes the settling time t f small enough to guarantee the real time sparse recovery.
On the other hand, the convergence rate is also related to the parameter α. Thus the influence of α can be explicitly analyzed in the following cases. When c 1 > 1, increasing α will decrease the convergence rate. When 0 < c 1 < 1, it can be divided into two case, r when t > 2c 0 log(c 1 )c α 1 , increasing α will decrease the convergence rate; r when t < 2c 0 log(c 1 )c α 1 , increasing α will increase the convergence rate;
IV. DISCUSSIONS
The proposed model in this paper is an extension to LCA proposed in [30] , where the ODE of the dynamic system of LCA is essentially the same form as the well-known continuous Hopfield neural network (HNN) [43] and Lyapunov functions [38] plays a very important role in convergence analysis. However, the difference between LCA and HNN is also very essential. In particular, active function is continuous and smooth for HNN, however, it is not necessarily to be smooth for LCA and our proposed system. On the other hand, the previous researches have rarely been focused on the finite-time stabilities of the networks for autonomous systems (LCA is with exponential stability). In this paper, we modified the ODE of the LCA system to introduce the sliding mode technique, and proposed a completely different Lyapunov function (9) to implicitly prove our results.
Similarly to the seminal work of LCA, the proposed method in this paper, possesses of solving the sparse representation via the dynamical system composed of many neuron-like elements operating in parallel analog architectures [30] . It is worth to remark that comparing to the computational oriented algorithms, the computational complexity of the proposed method is actually not reduced. Alternatively, the complexity of the proposed method (as well as LCA) is transferred to the implementation of analog architectures realized by analog chips. While the algorithm is very efficient as long as the analog architectures are implemented, e.g., matrix multiplication result can be obtained in real time, the computer-oriented algorithms require tens or hundreds of operations to get the result. Consequently, LCA-like approaches would be more appropriate to real time applications. On the other hand, our proposed system is with finite-time convergence, instead, LCA is with exponential convergence, consequently, our proposed system can cope with signals with higher varying speed than LCA, which can be illustrated by Example 1.
Comparing to LCA, the complexity to implement the analog architectures of our proposed dynamical system will be slightly increased due to the fractional exponent and sign function. In fact, those terms can be easily realized even by using simple operational amplifiers, with which the basic functionalities such as multiplication, division, log, exp, abs already exist. For example, the fractional exponential operator (such as x α with 0 < α < 1) can be realized via cascading a logarithm operator and an exponential operator (x α = exp(α ln x)) [44] .
On the other hand, besides the soft-thresholding activation function, other type of active functions introduced in [32] can also be exploited in the proposed system. And the analysis for alternatives can be addressed by analogy, where one only has to reformulate the Lemma 4 according to Appendix of [32] and the relationship betweenũ andã used in Lemma 5 can also be derived.
V. SIMULATIONS
In this section, we present several simulations to illustrate the theoretical results presented in this paper. Simulations will be carried out in four aspects. At first, the global convergence property of the proposed system is illustrated. Afterwards, we will analyze the number of switches before the convergence for the proposed system. Then, the property of finite time convergence is addressed. At last, the effects of α on the convergence rate is also analyzed.
In the following, we will respectively exploit the proposed dynamical system and LCA to solve the canonical sparse representation problems. Without special explanation, the simulations are carried out with the following setting. The original sparse signals x ∈ R N with N = 200 and sparsity s = 10 are randomly generated, of which the nonzero entries are drawn from a normal Gaussian distribution. Afterwards, measurements y ∈ R M with M = 100 are collected via random projections, y = Φx + ε, where measurement matrix Φ ∈ R M ×N is drawn from a normal Gaussian distribution (Φ is normalized to make every column with unit norm) and ε is the Gaussian random noise with standard derivation σ = 0.016. Dynamical equations of LCA and our proposed system are simulated through a discrete approximation in Matlab with a step size of 0.001 and a solver time constant is chosen to be equal to τ = 0.1. The initial states is also set to u(0) = 0 and the threshold value λ = 0.05 for both systems.
A. Global Convergence
In this subsection, global convergence property of our proposed system is evaluated. Theorem 3 states that the proposed should converge and recover the solution to the sparse representation problem (1), which has a unique minimizer. As shown in Fig. 2 . Output a * of LCA and the proposed system after convergence with α = 0.5 and λ = 0.05. Fig. 3 . Evolution of several active nodes (solid lines) and nonactive nodes (dashed lines) with respect to time for LCA and our proposed dynamical system with α = 0.5. Fig. 2 , we plot the output a * of our proposed dynamical system (7) after convergence. The comparison is made to LCA with same initial condition. And it is shown that our proposed system can reach the same sparse solution as LCA, with 10 nonzero entries, which correspond to the nonzero entries in original sparse signal x.
On the other hand, we also plot the evolution of several active nodes and nonactive nodes with respect to time for LCA and our proposed dynamical system in Fig. 3 . The initial starting points of states u(t) for both systems are identical. It is shown that every node of both LCA and our proposed system converge to a fixed point and the convergent points for each node of LCA and our proposed system are identical, while the node of our proposed system converges much faster than LCA.
At last, we evaluate the global convergence property of our proposed system by plotting the trajectories of two randomly selected nodes u 10 and u 44 starting from 20 randomly generated initial points. And the result is plotted in Fig. 4 , from which one can clearly find that the solution is attractive for any of those initial points. 
B. Finite Switches
In this subsection, we will empirically verify the result of Lemma 2. The switch occurs as |u i (t)| > λ decreasing to |u i (t)| ≤ λ or |u i (t)| ≤ λ increasing to |u i (t)| > λ. In our simulation, the ODE (7) is simulated through a discrete approximation via ode4 with step size 0.001 and 5 seconds evolution is implemented to guarantee the convergence, thus the solution trajectory is discretized into 5000 points. Then, 1000 trials are carried out with randomly generated initial conditions and noises, then the number of occurrences (for each trial) of switches is counted along the trajectories of all the nodes over these 5000 discrete points. At last, we can plot the histogram of the number of occurrence of switches, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . This figure illustrates that the number of switches required for our proposed system before convergence is finite.
Moreover, we also plot the histogram of number of switches for LCA as the comparison, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . Similarly, the number of switches required for LCA is also finite. Further more, the average number of switches required for LCA is less than that required for our proposed system. Even though, as shown in Fig. 6 where evolutions of the number of active nodes for LCA and our proposed system are plotted, it is clear that the number of active nodes converges faster for our proposed system than LCA. It implies that, although more switches occurred for proposed system, the interval between two contiguous switches is much smaller than that for LCA.
C. Convergence in Finite Time
According to Theorem 2, after some time t e > 0, the proposed system will converge in finite time. As shown in Fig. 7 , the evolutions of state errorũ(t) and the number of the active nodes with respect to time are put together, where initial state point u(0) is generated randomly. Instead of exponential convergence rate as LCA (which has been proved in [32] ), the proposed system converges largely faster than LCA, and the evolution of state error exhibits a finite-time convergence. On the other hand, the proposed system can find the correct active nodes faster than LCA. In order to verify Theorem 2, simulations with different settings are carried out, as shown in Fig. 8 . We firstly fix the sparsity level s = 10, measurement number M = 100 and the threshold λ = 0.05, then implement the simulation with various signal length N ∈ [200, 400, 600, 800]. The evolutions of state errorũ(t) = u(t) − u * for both LCA and the proposed system are plotted in Fig. 8(a) . Similarly, the convergence performances comparing to LCA with respect to sparsity level s, measurement number M and the threshold λ are respectively considered, as shown in Fig. 8 from (b) to (d). It is obvious that the proposed system converges much faster than LCA with different signal length, measurement number, sparsity level and threshold, and performs the finite-time convergent property.
D. Influence of α
In this subsection, the performance with respect to α is analyzed, where simulations are carried out by ranging α from 0.2 to 1 (when α = 1 it is equivalent to LCA) and let other parameters be fixed. The results are shown in Fig. 9 , and one can find that the convergence rate is decreasing as α increasing, which verifies the result in the proof of Theorem 2.
On the other hand, it is worth mentioning that simulations of dynamical system might induce oscillations when parameter α is getting smaller. For instance, in Fig. 9 (the left and middle subfigure), oscillation happens when ODE is realized by approximating with low oder ODE solvers, such as ode1 with fixed time step 10 −3 . This phenomenon is due to the fact that the function · α with α < 1 will result in some numerical computational problems when the variables are getting close to zero. In numerical simulations, it can be alleviated by either reducing the time step for ODE solvers or alternating to use higher order ODE solvers. As shown in Fig. 9 , one can find that the oscillations disappeared when reducing the time step from 10 −3 to 10 −4 or replacing ode1 solver by ode4 solver, i.e., Runge-Kutta method.
VI. EXTENSION TO TIME-VARYING PROBLEMS
In previous sections, it has been proved that the proposed dynamical system (7) has the finite-time convergent property, and empirically, it converge much faster than LCA. This property is more applausive than LCA especially in real applications, where sparse signals encountered are time-varying, i.e., y(t) = Φx(t) + (t) (20) with y and x being both varying with respect to time. In order to approximate the time-varying sparse signals x(t), in [33] , a maximum sampling rate and a large gradient step size are required for convergence. However, it is straightforward in our proposed system, where the only requirement is to plug the time-varying measurements y(t) into the system (7) without changing any parameters.
To demonstrate the superiority of our proposed system, a toy example is given here. Then measurements are gathered according to (20) with normal Gaussian noise with derivation σ = 0.016. The estimations are obtained by evolving both LCA and our proposed system with α = 0.5 and threshold λ = 0.05, as shown in Fig. 10 .Obviously, LCA cannot tracking the signal, while our proposed system can successfully tracking the changing of signal.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new dynamical system that can solve the sparse representations. It is with the finite-time convergence property. Comparing to LCA, the proposed system can converge to the same equilibrium point but with much faster convergence, which is very applaudable in real-time sparse representation applications.
Moreover, connections between continuous dynamical systems and discrete optimization algorithms for sparse regularized inversion problems have been investigated [45] . Meanwhile, it is also claimed in [33] that the iterative soft-thresholding algorithm can be considered as the discretized version to LCA. Thus, the future works would be focused on investigating the discretized version of our proposed dynamical system, which might result in a new sparse representation algorithm with faster convergent property. 
